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Abstract

We describe in this work a thorough study of the physical and orbital characteristics of extensively observed main-belt and trojan binaries,
mainly taken from the LAOSA (Large Adaptive Optics Survey of Asteroids [Marchis, F., Baek, M., Berthier, J., Descamps, P., Hestroffer, D.,
Kaasalainen, M., Vachier, F., 2006c. In: Workshop on Spacecraft Reconnaissance of Asteroid and Comet Interiors. Abstract #3042]) database,
along with a selection of bifurcated objects. Dimensionless quantities, such as the specific angular momentum and the scaled primary spin rate, are
computed and discussed for each system. They suggest that these asteroidal systems might be the outcome of rotational fission or mass shedding
of a parent body presumably subjected to an external torque. One of the most striking features of separated binaries composed of a large primary
(Rp > 100 km) with a much smaller secondary (Rs < 20 km) is that they all have total angular momentum of ∼0.27. This value is quite close
to the Maclaurin–Jacobi bifurcation (0.308) of a spinning fluid body. Alternatively, contact binaries and tidally locked double asteroids, made of
components of similar size, have an angular momentum larger than 0.48. They compare successfully with the fission equilibrium sequence of a
rotating fluid mass. In conclusion, we find that total angular momentum is a useful proxy to assess the internal structure of such systems.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

During the last decade more than one hundred binaries
have been discovered among near-Earth asteroids (Pravec et
al., 2006; Richardson and Walsh, 2006), main-belt asteroids
(Merline et al., 2002), Kuiper-belt objects (Noll, 2006) and
through a wide variety of techniques, including adaptive op-
tics (AO), direct imaging, photometric lightcurve and radar
astronomy among others. These gravitationally bound binaries
provide new opportunities to study the internal structure and
the formation scenarios of minor planets (small Solar System
bodies) in connection with the origin of our Solar System. How-
ever, most of main-belt binaries have been fully and accurately
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characterized with respect to their orbits and physical para-
meters (system mass, size, density, primary shape) being well
constrained (e.g. Marchis et al., 2003, 2005a, 2005b, 2007b;
Descamps et al., 2007a). Their orbital parameters and phys-
ical characteristics published so far have tremendous variety
with orbital periods ranging from 0.5 to 80 days, secondary-
to-primary size ratios from 0.1 to 1, density ranging from 0.7
to 3.5 g/cm3. Nevertheless this diversity also hides dynamical
similarities between these systems. Indeed, all of these orbits
are prograde with small or negligible inclination and eccentric-
ity.

In this work, we will attempt to draw conclusions about
trends among these binary objects through the use of compa-
rable dimensionless parameters, scaled spin rate and specific
angular momentum, with the intent of shedding light on the ori-
gin, evolution and internal structure of binary asteroid systems.
The specific angular momentum is one of the most fundamen-
tal dynamical parameters, witness in whole or in part to the
past dynamical history. We chose to restrict our study to a se-
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lected set of main-belt and trojan asteroids listed in Section 2 for
which their main physical properties (sidereal spin period, size,
density and shape) are known with an accuracy to the 10% level.

Sections 3 and 4 propose a dychotomic analysis according
to the amount of total specific angular momentum with which
binary asteroids are endued. We interpret these data and discuss
the origin of the binary systems with a small satellite as well
as the puzzling bifurcated objects and similarly-sized systems
in the framework of the stability theory of idealized ellipsoidal
equilibrium figures with uniform internal density.

2. Selected binary asteroids

2.1. The large adaptive optics survey of asteroids (LAOSA)

LAOSA is designed to study minor planets using high angu-
lar resolution capabilities provided by large aperture telescopes
with AO systems available on the very large telescope (VLT-
8 m UT4) and the Gemini North 8 m telescope (Marchis et
al., 2006c). Ten of the most interesting targets of this extensive
database, containing ∼1100 observations, are binary main-belt
asteroids (MBAs). Most of these LAOSA binary systems have
reliable orbit determination and spin pole solution. The binary
systems have prograde orbits (orbit pole aligned with spin axis)
with small eccentricity and inclination. Because of the intrinsic
limits of the AO technology, the asteroids observed were large
(Dp � 90 km). Those found to be binary had widely disparate
components with brightness variations up to 8.5 magnitudes
fainter than the primary (Ds � 0.02Dp) and separated by at
most 10 primary radii. Since their bulk density (ranging from
0.7 to 3.5 g/cm3) is generally lower than the one measured
for their meteorite analogs, they should have a high porosity.
The binary minor planets of the LAOSA database for which
we have accurate orbit solutions are (22) Kalliope, (45) Euge-
nia, (87) Sylvia, (90) Antiope, (107) Camilla, (121) Hermione,
(130) Elektra, (283) Emma, (379) Huenna and (617) Patroclus
(references included in Table 1). Two of these binary systems,
(45) Eugenia (Marchis et al., 2007c) and (87) Sylvia (Marchis et
al., 2005a) are known to have additional components. To sim-
plify this work without loss of accuracy, we did not take into
consideration the tertiary component in our analyses.

2.2. Non-LAOSA bodies incorporated in the study

In addition to the LAOSA asteroids, we include 9 other
objects in our study: (243) Ida, (216) Kleopatra, (624) Hek-
tor, (3169) Ostro, (69230) Hermes, (854) Frostia, (1089) Tama,
(1313) Berna, and (4492) Debussy.

In 1993, the Galileo spacecraft discovered the first binary
asteroid, (243) Ida, a 30 km diameter S-type asteroid with a
small satellite named Dactyl (Belton et al., 1995). It is unclear
whether or not Ida should be considered as a rubble pile asteroid
(Britt et al., 2002), meaning that its internal structure is defined
as a weak aggregate of diverse size components held together
by gravity rather than material strength. We adopt a density of
2.4 ± 0.1 g/cm3 following the conclusions of Petit et al. (1997)
based on orbit long-term stability requirements.
(216) Kleopatra is an M-type asteroid considered as a
rubble-pile. The first image of (216) Kleopatra using a maxi-
mum entropy algorithm was reported by Storrs et al. (2000),
who found it to be elongated by at least 4:1 (projected on
the sky at the time of observation). AO observations re-
vealed the double-lobed, narrow-waisted shape of Kleopatra
(Marchis et al., 1999; Hestroffer et al., 2002). Radar obser-
vations helped to develop a 3D-shape model for this system
(Ostro et al., 2000) putting a constraint on its surface bulk den-
sity no less than 3.5 g/cm3, indicating that Kleopatra could
be the outcome of collisional events (Hestroffer et al., 2002;
Tanga et al., 2001), and much of its interior might have an un-
consolidated rubble-pile structure (Ostro et al., 2000). We adopt
such a value with an arbitrary uncertainty of 1 g/cm3 as the in-
ternal bulk density, knowing that it could be a lower limit.

The trojan Asteroid (624) Hektor was the first object sus-
pected to be a contact binary from its large amplitude lightcurve
in early observations (Dunlap and Gehrels, 1969; Cook, 1971;
Hartmann and Cruikshank, 1978; Weidenschilling, 1980). It
was only recently that Marchis et al. (2006b) confirmed this
hypothesis by directly imaging the minor planet and revealing
its typical bilobated shape. Simultaneously, these authors re-
lease the discovery of a small satellite orbiting Hektor which
permitted a preliminary estimation of its bulk density of 2.2 ±
0.5 g/cm3, inferred from Kepler’s third law. This value is in
fairly good agreement with the one inferred by Weidenschilling
(1980) by modeling the observed rotational lightcurves as a
contact binary of two Darwin ellipsoids.

Another contact binary included in this study is the 11 km-
diameter main belt Asteroid (3169) Ostro (Descamps et al.,
2007b). Gathering photometric observations taken in 1986,
1988 and 2005, they derived a simple model using Roche el-
lipsoids with an inferred bulk density of 2.6 ± 0.4 g/cm3.

(69230) Hermes is a potentially hazardous asteroid (PHA).
It is the only binary near-Earth asteroid (NEA) known to
have reached a fully synchronous state in which the spin pe-
riods of the components are equal to the revolution period of
the components about their barycentre (Margot et al., 2003;
Pravec et al., 2003). The low amplitude lightcurve of 0.06 mag
(Pravec et al., 2006) implies that the two components seen by
radar are nearly spherical despite their small sizes (630 and
560 m).

The last objects incorporated in the dataset are the four small
synchronous binary systems (854) Frostia, (1089) Tama, (1313)
Berna, and (4492) Debussy reported by Behrend et al. (2006).
However, the authors confused the semi-major axis with the
semi-separation.1 Therefore in the present work we correct this
error applying a factor of two to the reported separations. Other

1 The error on the semi-major axis does not influence our interpretation of the
density of an object since the two errors cancel out in Eq. (5) of Behrend et al.
(2006). The corrected expression is

a = rb

2 sin(�Φg/4)
,

where rb is the smallest semi-major axis of each prolate ellipsoid and �Φg is
the relative duration of an event expressed in angular form.
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Table 1
Orbital and physical properties for the selected binaries of the dataset

Asteroid a

(km)
Porb
(days)

ρ

(g/cm3)
Dp
(km)

Ds
(km)

Pspin
(h)

λp Ω H Ref.

High size ratio binaries
22 Kalliope* 1095 3.59 2.6 181.0 38.0 4.148 1.26a 0.50 0.27 Marchis et al. (2003)
45 Eugenia* 1174 4.76 1.1 214.6 12.7 5.699 1.24a 0.55 0.28 Marchis et al. (2007b)
87 Sylvia* 1356 3.67 1.3 286.0 18.0 5.184 1.27a 0.55 0.28 Marchis et al. (2005a)
107 Camilla* 1249 3.72 1.9 222.6 9.0 4.844 1.31 0.49 0.26 Marchis et al. (2007b)
121 Hermione* 768 2.58 1.1 209.0 18.0 5.551 1.2 0.57 0.27 Marchis et al. (2005b)
130 Elektra* 1319 5.26 1.4 202.0 7.0 5.225 1.23e 0.53 0.26 Marchis et al. (2007a)
283 Emma* 581 3.36 0.8 148.1 10.0 6.888 1.24c 0.53 0.27 Marchis et al. (2007a)
379 Huenna* 3350 87.6 0.9 97.6 6.0 7.022 1.20 0.49 0.24 Marchis et al. (2007a)

243 Ida 108 1.54 2.4 30.45 1.4 4.6336 2.35d 0.44 0.42 Belton et al. (1995)

Contact-binaries
216 Kleopatra 0 0 [3.5] 135.1 3.6 5.385 3.65b 0.33 0.48 Ostro et al. (2000)
624 Hektor 1178 3.61 2.2 [225.0] 15.0 6.921 3.90f 0.33 0.51 Marchis et al. (2006b)
3169 Ostro 4.8 0.27 2.6 3.6 3.1 6.509 1.17f 0.31 0.46 Descamps et al. (2007b)

Synchronous double asteroids
69230 Hermes 1.2 0.58 1.9 0.63 0.56 13.920 1.00g 0.17 0.48 Ostro et al. (2000)
90 Antiope* 171 0.68 1.2 87.9 83.8 16.505 1.05f,g 0.18 0.49 Descamps et al. (2007a)
1313 Berna 24 1.06 1.2 15.2 15.2 25.464 1.20g 0.12 0.51 Behrend et al. (2006)
4492 Debussy 18 1.11 0.9 8.1 8.1 26.606 1.20g 0.13 0.51 Behrend et al. (2006)
1089 Tama 22 0.68 2.5 9.2 9.2 16.440 1.20g 0.13 0.53 Behrend et al. (2006)
854 Frostia 34 1.57 0.9 11.7 11.7 37.728 1.20g 0.09 0.57 Behrend et al. (2006)
617 Patroclus* 645 4.28 0.8 121.8 112.6 101.00 1.00f,g 0.04 0.74 Marchis et al. (2006a)

Notes. a is the semi-major axis, Porb the orbital period, ρ the bulk density, Dp and Ds the diameters of the primary and the secondary and Pspin the sidereal spin
period. See text for explanation of the adimensional quantities λp, Ω , H . The references for the orbital and physical parameters are given in the last column. Their
uncertainties can be found in the given references.

* LAOSA objects.
a Shape model from Kaasalainen et al. (2002).
b Shape model from Ostro et al. (2000).
c Shape model from Michalowski et al. (2006).
d Shape model from Thomas et al. (1996).
e Shape model from Marchis et al. (2006d).
f Shape model from Roche ellipsoids.
g For the equisized binary systems, λp = λs.
such systems have been discovered recently but, at the time of
writing, their parameters remain incomplete (Kryszczynska et
al., 2005; Manzini et al., 2006).

2.3. Total angular momentum

In Appendix A, it is shown that the specific angular momen-
tum of a binary system, made of a primary body presumed to
be spinning around the principal axis of maximum inertia and a
secondary body orbiting in the equatorial plane, is given by the
following relation (cf. (A.14) in Appendix A):

H = q

(1 + q)
13
6

√
a(1 − e2)

Rp
+ 2

5

λp

(1 + q)
5
3

Ω

+ 2

5
λs

q
5
3

(1 + q)
7
6

(
Rp

a

) 3
2

,

where q is the secondary-to-primary mass ratio, a the semi-
major axis, Rp the primary radius and e the eccentricity. The
normalized spin rate is defined by the ratio Ω = ωp/ωc, where
ωp is the primary rotation rate and ωc the critical spin rate for a
spherical body (cf. (A.3) in Appendix A). The effect of an aster-
oid’s nonsphericity, which in general will increase the angular
momentum corresponding to a specific spin period, is given by
the parameter λ which is the ratio between the moment of in-
ertia of the body with respect to its spin axis and the moment
of inertia of the equivalent sphere (see (A.10) in Appendix A).
For convenience the secondary is considered as spherical so that
λs = 1. For primaries represented by triaxial ellipsoids of uni-
form mass density with semi-axes a0 > a1 > a2, which are the
asteroid principal axes, we have

λ = 1 + β2

2(αβ)2/3

where we define the axis ratios α = a2/a0 and β = a1/a0 so
that α � β � 1.

For each object, all physical parameters and dimensionless
quantities λp, Ω and H are listed in Table 1. Unless other-
wise stated, the nonsphericity parameter λp is derived from
the ellipsoidal shape models, provided by the database main-
tained at the Poznan Observatory by Agnieszka Kryszczyn-
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Fig. 1. High size ratio, contact, and synchronous binaries plotted with respect
to scaled spin rate and specific angular momentum. Equilibrium sequences of
self-gravitating, rotating fluid masses (Maclaurin, Jacobi, Dumb-bell, Darwin
and Roche) have been superimposed to the dataset. Three main isolated regions
of binary systems of different nature are highlighted. Roche sequences have
been constructed for three values of the mass ratio s (0.5,0.8,1.0) and they ter-
minate at their Roche limit. In the case of congruent ellipsoids (s = 1), Darwin
and Roche sequences significantly differ for smaller separations (Ω ∼ 0.3) due
to the less consistent nature of Roche’s problem.

ska.2 From lightcurve inversion technique (Kaasalainen et
al., 2001), some of the selected asteroids have been por-
trayed by means of a topographic shape solution through
a polyhedron surface (Kaasalainen et al., 2002; Marchis et
al., 2006d; Michalowski et al., 2006), the mass properties
of which, the inertia tensor and the nonsphericity parameter,
have been computed assuming a homogeneous mass distribu-
tion.

Following Weidenschilling (1981), we plot in Fig. 1 the
scaled spin rate Ω versus the total specific angular momen-
tum H with hopes of gaining insight for a more global inter-
pretation of how these quantities relate. The equilibrium se-
quences of rigidly rotating fluids are represented in the same
diagram. Among those depicted are, on one hand, the Maclau-
rin spheroids and the Jacobi ellipsoids for single bodies and,
on the other hand, the Roche and Darwin ellipsoids3 which
are tidally distorted figures associated with doubly synchro-
nous systems (see Chandrasekhar, 1969 for a summary of much

2 Table and related documentation are available from http://www.astro.amu.
edu.pl/Science/Asteroids.

3 Darwin’s problem differs from Roche’s problem in a sense that it seeks
to allow for mutual tidal interactions between both components while Roche’s
problem is only concerned with the tidal effect of a solid sphere. For the Roche
ellipsoids, one can construct sequences characterized by some fixed value of
the mass ratio s. For the Darwin ellipsoids, at first sight, it appears that only
two ratios of masses are possible, 0 or 1.
of this subject as of 1968). In view of the close vicinity of
selected asteroids with equilibrium sequences, such families
of idealized bodies should play a role in elucidating the ori-
gin and evolution of observed and well-defined binary sys-
tems.

3. High size ratio binary asteroids

3.1. Outstanding facts

Taking a close look at the data listed in Table 1 pertaining
to the binary main belt asteroids of the LAOSA database, we
notice that despite the diversity of their physical and orbital
characteristics, they exhibit a similar specific angular momen-
tum estimated to H ∼ 0.27 with a nonsphericity parameter of
λ ∼ 1.25 and an adimensional spin rate Ω between 0.50 and
0.56. These features are so remarkable as to be worthy of at-
tention and compared with other analysis. Pravec et al. (2006)
pointed out that small asynchronous binary NEAs had a specific
angular momentum close to 0.4, the disruption critical limit for
a single spherical body. Therefore we conclude in the first place
that large binary main-belt asteroids possibly have a different
nature and/or origin than these small binary NEAs.

From Fig. 1, we notice that these LAOSA objects con-
centrate in a region close to the Maclaurin–Jacobi bifurcation
which occurs at H = 0.308. This bifurcation is defined as the
largest angular momentum for which a fluid ellipsoid is sta-
ble when it is a figure of revolution.4 Theoretically, a secular
instability sets there stimulated by the presence of viscosity
in a fluid, resulting in a slow departure from the unperturbed
figure leading to the Jacobi family. These concepts are summa-
rized by Farinella et al. (1981) and have been used repeatedly
in the search of Jacobi equilibrium shapes among binary as-
teroids (Hestroffer, 2004; Hestroffer and Tanga, 2005). This
search was stimulated by the idea that most asteroids are the
outcome of a gravitational reaccumulation process after the
fragmentation of a parent body through cataclysmic collisions
(Davis et al., 1979). In this scenario, the primary of these bi-
nary asteroids is described as a collection of boulders, only held
together by gravity (Chapman, 1978), reminiscent of a fluid
body. To date, no asteroids have been satisfactorily identified
with figures closely related to Jacobi ellipsoids. The present
work based on a large number of well-studied orbits of bi-
nary asteroids supports this conclusion. Alternatively, Pravec
and Harris (2000) claim that these asteroids should not be in hy-
drostatic equilibrium due to internal friction. Our study shows,
however, that these binary asteroids are accumulated in a re-
gion close to the Maclaurin–Jacobi transition suggesting that
their behavior is somehow linked with hydrostatic equilibrium.
The renovated approach of the internal structure of a cohesion-
less body proposed by Holsapple (2001, 2004) and discussed in
Section 3.2, may help to interpret and understand the observed
behavior.

4 Axially symmetric figure where a0 = a1. Body with such a shape is also
called an oblate spheroid.

http://www.astro.amu.edu.pl/Science/Asteroids
http://www.astro.amu.edu.pl/Science/Asteroids
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Fig. 2. Spin curves for an oblate solid with various angles of friction φ (after Holsapple, 2004). States on the limit curves are at the maximum spin possible for that
angle of friction (solid lines). For each friction angle, there are two curves, one upper limit and one lower limit and all states between are possible equilibrium states.
Curves (dotted lines) of iso-angular momentum are also reported. Binary asteroids with a high primary-to-secondary size ratio have been superimposed from the
knowledge of their scaled spin rate and angular momentum given in Table 1. They are all located very close to the stability limit (bold line) along a curve of roughly
similar angular momentum. The intersection of the stability limit curve with the iso-angular momentum curve corresponding to H = 0.265 gives the starting point
of instability which implies a minimum value of the friction angle of φ ∼ 11◦ .
3.2. The Mohr–Coulomb model of rubble-pile asteroids and
stability

Holsapple (2001) derived the limits on equilibrium configu-
rations for a cohesionless, but not strengthless, solid ellipsoidal
rotating body. The body is modeled with elastic–plastic mate-
rials governed by a Mohr–Coulomb yield5 model characterized
by its angle of friction. This model is appropriate for “rubble-
pile” asteroids that consist of a continuum assemblage of parti-
cles held together at moderate densities by mutual gravitational
forces. As a consequence, Holsapple derived lower spin lim-
its than the value given by the simple comparison of gravity
and spin forces at the equator, where the failure of a body is
caused by shearing instead of tensile forces. In other words,
a body will fail in shear before it can reach the “rotation rate
barrier“ of 2.1 h/rev derived by Harris (1996) for an assumed
typical density of 2.5 g/cm3 and before material can be flung
off the equator. In 2004, Holsapple derived new criteria for the
loss of stability of an equilibrium state thanks to a new stability
approach based on energy considerations. A body can become
dynamically unstable if it has some strength but it is not clear

5 The yield point is defined as the stress at which a material begins to plasti-
cally deform. Once the yield point is passed some fraction of the deformation
will be permanent and nonreversible.
whether it will be disrupted or reach a new equilibrium state
by a large change of configuration. Figs. 2 and 3 reproduce the
main results derived by Holsapple for oblate (β = 1) and pro-
late (α = β) asteroids where we plot only the LAOSA binaries
discussed in this section. In the case of oblate bodies (Fig. 2),
for states above the Maclaurin curve (e.g. with a nonzero fric-
tion angle φ), the spin is greater than that allowable in a fluid
body at that same shape. Any state between limit curves for a
given friction angle is possible without yield. When yielding
occurs, it leads to an increased oblateness and, in the diagram,
the body will move to the left along a line of constant angular
momentum. In addition, with this deformation, there is a vol-
ume expansion and consequently a lowering of the bulk density
for all angles of friction. The case of prolate bodies (Fig. 3) is
not qualitatively different.

Asynchronous binary LAOSA objects have intermediate
shapes between oblate and prolate figures. They have been su-
perimposed to the limit curves in Figs. 2 and 3. In each figure
they conspicuously accumulate just below the stability limit
along a line of constant angular momentum originating from
a point on the curve for which the minimum friction angle is
about φ ∼ 11–14◦ (intersection between the iso-angular mo-
mentum curve H ∼ 0.27 and the stability limit). This result is
unexpected because typical terrestrial granular materials have
φ ∼ 35◦ (Strahler, 1971). Bodies with such a friction angle are
allowed to occupy all states between the lower and upper corre-
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Fig. 3. Spin curves for a prolate solid with various angles of friction φ (after Holsapple, 2004). States on the limit curves are at the maximum spin possible for that
angle of friction (solid lines). For each friction angle, there are two curves, one upper limit and one lower limit and all states between are possible equilibrium states.
Curves (dotted lines) of iso-angular momentum are also reported. Binary asteroids with a high primary-to-secondary size ratio have been superimposed from the
knowledge of their scaled spin rate and angular momentum given in Table 1. They are all located very close to the stability limit (bold line) along a curve of roughly
similar angular momentum. The intersection of the stability limit curve with the iso-angular momentum curve corresponding to H = 0.265 gives the starting point
of instability which implies a minimum value of the friction angle of φ ∼ 14◦ .
sponding limit curves. Consequently, we would expect to find
binary asteroid states covering a larger range of angular mo-
mentum values.

A plausible evolutionary scenario might involve successive
spin-up, driving a body up to its equilibrium limit curve where
deformation will occur, giving rise to a more flattened and less
dense state. It could then gradually reach the stability limit
at a point where the corresponding limit curve will intersect.
It is natural, therefore, to expect that the instability is capa-
ble of extracting material into orbit and ultimately transform-
ing it into a binary system. Weidenschilling et al. (1989) and
Merline et al. (2002) already pointed out that satellites formed
by orbiting ejecta would be small (size ratio <0.2) in pro-
grade orbits with respect to the primary’s spin about rapidly
spinning primaries. The only requirements are that the primary
spin period should be smaller than ∼6 h and that its shape
be significantly nonspherical which is corroborated by the ob-
servational facts. However, regarding their angular momenta
and the level of nonsphericity no constraints were inferred. To
date, the mechanism of yielding small satellites by accretion
of ejecta after an impact fails to be numerically reproduced
(Durda and Geissler, 1996). The similar global properties re-
vealed by the present work, unidentified so far, substantiate
such a mechanism and give new indication on the important role
played by an appropriate internal strength model of involved
bodies.
4. Synchronous double asteroids

4.1. Overview

The objects listed in this section may be divided into two
parts. The first part consists of strictly speaking synchronous
double asteroids which are binary systems with nearly equi-
sized components maintaining the same face towards each other
at all times. The second part is devoted to the so-called contact
binaries which may be considered as a peculiar case of dou-
ble asteroids with components so near to one another that they
overlap to form a single body.

4.1.1. Synchronous binaries
After the discovery in the main belt of the first doubly syn-

chronous system, (90) Antiope (Merline et al., 2000), it was
then thought that this puzzling system might be unique in the
Solar System regarding its large size, relatively young age,
spin-locked state and the nearly perfect equilibrium shape of
its components (Weidenschilling et al., 2001). However, soon
afterwards, another double system with the same global char-
acteristics was discovered among a different asteroidal group,
the Trojan (617) Patroclus (Merline et al., 2001). In 2003,
thanks to Arecibo and Goldstone radar data, an additional
fully synchronized system was brought out with the small
600 m in diameter NEA (69230) Hermes (Margot et al., 2003;
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Pravec et al., 2003). To date, apart from the Pluto–Charon sys-
tem, no new synchronous binary transneptunian objects (TNOs)
have been detected. AO imaging of objects of equal brightness
on the world’s largest 8–10 m groundbased telescopes achieves
an angular separation as small as 0.07 arcsec. This is precisely
the angle subtended by two objects 50 km apart observed at a
distance of 1 AU which rules out most of the NEAs and TNOs
assuming a separation of at most 10 times either mean radius.

Nevertheless, another powerful technique to reveal synchro-
nous binarity is the photometric observation of mutual events.
Such events within a double system may occur provided that
it is viewed from a nearly edge-on configuration. If the sys-
tem is fully synchronized, for which rotational periods are akin
to the orbital period, these events will yield a single-period
lightcurve.6 This technique is well suited for small asteroids
and requires only moderate aperture telescopes. Such photo-
metric detections were recently performed providing six new
synchronous systems (Kryszczynska et al., 2005; Behrend et
al., 2006; Manzini et al., 2006). Furthermore, we can take ad-
vantage of a long-term AO astrometric monitoring of large dou-
ble asteroids to predict occurrence of mutual events in order
to very accurately characterize some of their physical proper-
ties required for the study at hand (Descamps et al., 2007a;
Marchis et al., 2007a). In Fig. 1 synchronous systems (labeled
“Roche systems”), amazingly spread along the same equilib-
rium sequence of two fluids approximated by two identical el-
lipsoids rotating around their center of gravity. This family of
idealized figures of simple binary systems have been addressed
and detailed by Roche (1849) and Darwin (1887).

4.1.2. Contact binaries
The second remarkable group of interest is composed of con-

tact binaries. Several Kuiper-belt objects (Sheppard and Jewitt,
2004), MBAs (Descamps et al., 2007b) and NEAs (Polishook
and Brosch, 2006) have also revealed lightcurve morphology
typical of candidate contact binaries viewed edge-on. Among
them, 2002 NY 40 (Howell et al., 2003) and 2005 CR37 (Ben-
ner et al., 2006) have been conclusively confirmed by radar im-
agery to look like peanut-shaped single bodies. Three of these
objects, (216) Kleopatra, (624) Hektor and (3169) Ostro, are in
our sample and are found in Fig. 1 to lie in a narrow region cen-
tered on the point of angular velocity of 0.33 with a specific
angular momentum of about 0.48.

4.2. Equilibrium figures

In stellar astrophysics, the fission theory has been developed
and used to explain the high proportion of binary stars as the
dynamical consequence of the contraction of a rotating, self-
gravitating fluid mass. The concept of the model is relatively
simple: a single mass star becomes elongated and then divides
into a pair of detached masses due to its spin. In the present
work, this concept is revitalized in the context of binary aster-
oids.

6 A lightcurve which contains only one period produced by the equality be-
tween orbital period and spin periods.
In the 1980s, from numerical investigations, Eriguchi et al.
(1982) discovered that, along the Jacobi sequence, the fourth
harmonic instability (Ω = 0.3995; H = 0.48412) smoothly led
to the bifurcation from Jacobi ellipsoids to a dumbbell-shaped
sequence (see point A in Fig. 1). In other words an elongated
fluid body will evolve toward a peanut shape with two equal
lobes at the extremities and a furrow, a “bridge” of material,
in the middle. Farther along the sequence, the furrow deep-
ens to shrink to nothing and a binary state is realized. They
calculated the binary sequence of two equal-mass detached ob-
jects as well as binary sequences with different mass ratios of
the components (Hachisu and Eriguchi, 1984). The equal-mass
binary sequence (Darwin with q = 1) merges with the dumb-
bell sequence. The point of contact (see point B in Fig. 1) of
the two sequences represents an unstable equilibrium (contact
binary). The two branches ultimately form one continuous se-
quence, the so-called fission sequence. This new equilibrium
sequence along with Roche sequences at various q , obtained
for different size ratios, are plotted in Fig. 1. It is of interest
to point out that no synchronous double systems with unequal
components, but with a size ratio larger than 0.5, have been
observed so far. Pravec et al. (2006) already noted that asyn-
chronous binary NEA systems concentrate below Ds/Dp = 0.5.
Weidenschilling et al. (1989) pointed out that only systems
with large satellites (size ratio ∼1) can be tidally stable and
maintain spin–orbit synchronism. Accordingly, nothing pre-
vents synchronous systems with size ratio of 0.7, 0.6 or even
0.5 from existing. One possible explanation to account for the
lack of such systems is to consider that double synchronous as-
teroids are made of two detached congruent pieces originated
from one single parent body according to the aforementioned
fission process.

The distribution of the contact binaries and double systems
strikingly matches the fission sequence (Fig. 1). One can show
that for all the bodies with scaled spin rate �0.2, the orbital
angular momentum dominates over the spin and the lower re-
gion of that curve is indistinguishable from any pair of or-
biting spheres (see Appendix A). However, recent extensive
work on the system of (90) Antiope showed that Roche for-
malism is not only a convenient way of modeling a binary
synchronous system but also provides information about the
object’s internal structure (Descamps et al., 2007a). The bulk
density, directly measured from the orbit analysis, was in ex-
cellent agreement with the density inferred from the Roche
hypothesis and the figures of the components were adequately
matched by the corresponding Roche ellipsoids. Furthermore, if
we refer to the other known double synchronous asteroids, al-
though their shapes stay uncertain, their observed lightcurves
with low amplitudes, 0.06 mag for Hermes (Pravec et al.,
2006) and 0.09 mag for Patroclus (Mottola, 1991, personal
communication), suggest that either components of these bod-
ies are nearly spherical, just slightly squashed into ellipsoids
with low equatorial elongation, in good agreement with the
Roche models (Descamps, 2007). Preliminary analysis of col-
lected lightcurves in the framework of the 2007 international
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observing campaign7 of mutual events within the system of
(617) Patroclus (Marchis et al., 2007a), taking advantage of an
edge-on aspect, supports that conclusion. Likewise, the same
statement can be made about the contact-binaries (624) Hek-
tor (Weidenschilling, 1980) and (3169) Ostro (Descamps et al.,
2007b) the shapes of which may be matched by equilibrium el-
lipsoids. Actually, the departure of the real bodies’ figures from
the ellipsoids of the involved Roche problem chiefly depends
on the internal friction level (Descamps, 2007).

In summary, we state that a possible affiliation between
contact-binaries and double asteroids, considered in the present
work, may exist, endorsed by nearly perfect equilibrium shapes
with size ratios very close to unity.

5. Conclusion

Through the computation of the total angular momentum of
some binary asteroids, a particular emphasis is placed on com-
mon features which imply that those systems share a common
dynamical origin. Indeed, a striking behavioral analogy with ro-
tating fluid mass properties is highlighted.

The binary asteroids selected in this study are thought to be
weak gravitational aggregates or at least to have low density.
We postulate that the cluster of binaries with significantly non-
similar sized components, located near the bifurcation point,
are examples of bodies governed by the theory of a fluid, self-
gravitating, rotating ellipsoid modified by the Mohr–Coulomb
failure criteria for cohesionless granular materials (Holsapple,
2001, 2004). Such bodies have stability limits depending on
their shapes and spins which, once reached, might lead to a
mass shedding process which could originate in satellite for-
mation.

Our study shows that the contact binaries and synchronous
double asteroids could be members of a similar evolutionary
scenario, mimicking the rotational fission of a rigidly spinning
fluid mass. However, a major issue which should be addressed
which respect to the fission scenario is the requirement for an
asteroid to surpass the third-harmonics instability (H = 0.39),
only valid for perfectly fluid bodies (Cartan, 1928), in order to
arrive to the fourth-harmonics point of bifurcation from which
it could undergo fission (H = 0.48). We propose in the future
to investigate the occurrence of the third-harmonics instability
in the case of low internal friction bodies assuming the Mohr–
Coulomb failure criteria.

Is there a connection between those two groups of binaries?
In the context of such a fission theory, it is implicitly assumed
that such loosely consolidated objects evolve along the Jacobi
ellipsoids family however, no asteroids have been identified
along this line of evolution. Only the small Asteroid (243) Ida
appears to be on the Jacobi sequence (Fig. 1) suggesting that
it could be purely coincidental. In the framework of the Mohr–
Coulomb strength model, however, the shape of a cohesionless
body is no constrained by the Jacobi figure and a variety of

7 Predictions and lightcurves are available on the web page devoted to the
2007 mutual events on (617) Patroclus: http://www.imcce.fr/page.php?nav=en/
observateur/campagnes_obs/patroclus/.
shapes are permissible. Furthermore, among the contact binary
population, at least one of them,8 (624) Hektor (Marchis et
al., 2006b), has been recently observed with a moonlet. One
interesting possibility is that they are the outcome of a preced-
ing mass-shedding instability encountered near the bifurcation
point, meaning that these systems could be the “missing link”
between the two groups described in our study. The source of
increase for the total angular momentum remains a mystery.
Tidal effects during planetary flybys (Walsh and Richardson,
2006) and the YORP effect (Cuk, 2007) are often invoked to
explain the change of angular momentum of near-Earth objects
and/or small main-belt asteroids (D < 30 km). It is obviously
beyond the scope of this paper to propose a complete explana-
tion about the source of increase for the angular momentum.

Our study based on the angular momentum of these bina-
ries shows a clear dichotomy between two groups of binary
asteroids. Continuing observations to determine more orbital
and physical parameters of all known binary systems (135 are
known at the time of writing), including the near-Earth binaries
and the Kuiper-belt binaries, and numerical investigations must
certainly be pursued to gain insight into how these binary minor
planets formed.
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Appendix A. Derivation of the total specific angular
momentum of a binary system

It will be convenient to refer to the total mass (M) of a binary
system as the sum of the mass of the two components with an
equivalent radius Re. Then assuming the same bulk density ρ

for each body

(A.1)R3
e = R3

p + R3
s

and the total mass of the system reads

(A.2)M = 4

3
πR3

e ρ = (1 + q)Mp

with Mp the mass of the primary and q the secondary to primary
mass ratio, q = (Rs/Rp)

3.
The specific angular momentum is given by reference to the

angular velocity of a sphere of the same mass as the sum of our

8 Another one could be the binary Asteroid (121) Hermione the primary of
which is suspected to be bilobated (Marchis et al., 2005b).

http://www.imcce.fr/page.php?nav=en/observateur/campagnes_obs/patroclus/
http://www.imcce.fr/page.php?nav=en/observateur/campagnes_obs/patroclus/
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two masses, spinning so as to have the same angular momen-
tum. By this notation the angular momentum and the angular
velocity are comparable between multiple systems and equi-
librium figures of a single body. It is a dimensionless quantity
obtained by dividing by the following term, notation first intro-
duced by Darwin (1887):

(A.3)
√

GM3Re = MR2
e

√
4

3
πρG = MR2

e ωc,

where G is the gravitational constant and ρ the bulk density. ωc

is the surface orbit frequency for a rigid spherical body, or the
maximum spin rate that can be sustained by an undeformable
body. At this spin rate, centrifugal forces would equal gravity
at the equator of a spherical body.

Let Hp, Hs and Ho be the specific angular momenta of the
primary, the secondary and the orbit respectively. If we assume
that a satellite orbits its primary equatorially in a prograde man-
ner, the total angular momentum is then Ht = Hp + Hs + Ho.

A.1. Orbital momentum

The whole system revolves orbitally about the center of in-
ertia described by a Keplerian elliptical orbit of eccentricity e

with an angular velocity ωo. Hence the specific orbital momen-
tum is

(A.4)Ho = 4

3
πρ

√
1 − e2

[ωoR
3
pd2 + ωoR

3
s D2]

MR2
e ωc

with

(A.5)d = R3
s a

R3
p + R3

s
, D = R3

pa

R3
p + R3

s
.

Hence, Eq. (A.4) becomes

(A.6)Ho = 4

3
πρa2

√
1 − e2

R3
pR3

s

R3
p + R3

s

ωo

MR2
e ωc

.

After substituting (A.1) and (A.2) into (A.6) and given that q =
(Rs/Rp)

3, we obtain

(A.7)Ho =
(

a

Rp

)2√
1 − e2 q

(1 + q)
8
3

ωo

ωc
.

Besides, according to Kepler’s third law

(A.8)ωo =
√

GM

a
3
2

=
(

Re

a

) 3
2

ωc =
(

Rp

a

) 3
2

(1 + q)
1
2 ωc.

Finally, the specific orbital angular momentum reads

(A.9)Ho = q

(1 + q)
13
6

√
a(1 − e2)

Rp
.

Now let us consider the rotational angular momenta of each
body.
A.2. Rotational angular momentum of each body

We introduce the nonsphericity parameter λ defined as the
ratio between the moment of inertia of the body with respect
to its spin axis, considered as the maximum moment of inertia
axis, and the moment of inertia of the equivalent sphere by

(A.10)λ = kMR2
e

2
5MR2

e

= 5

2
k.

For the primary body the specific angular momentum is

(A.11)Hp =
2
5λpMpR

2
pωp

MR2
e ωc

= 2

5

λp

(1 + q)
5
3

ωp

ωc

and for the secondary body

(A.12)Hs =
2
5λsMsR

2
s ωs

MR2
e ωc

= 2

5
λs

(
Rs

Re

)2
q

(1 + q)

ωo

ωc
.

Assuming a tidal spin–orbit synchronization of the secondary,
i.e. ωo = ωs,

(A.13)Hs = 2

5
λs

q
5
3

(1 + q)
7
6

(
Rp

a

) 3
2

.

A.3. Total angular momentum

Thus the general expression for the total angular momentum
finally is

(A.14)

H = Ho + Hp + Hs = q

(1 + q)
13
6

√
a(1 − e2)

Rp

+ 2

5

λp

(1 + q)
5
3

ωp

ωc
+ 2

5
λs

q
5
3

(1 + q)
7
6

(
Rp

a

) 3
2

.

In the case of fully synchronized double systems obeying, for
instance, the Roche equations involving a circular orbit and
nearly spheroidal components, we have then ωp = ωo, e = 0
and λ ∼ 1. It stems from Eq. (A.8) that

(A.15)H = q

(1 + q)
13
6

√
a

Rp
+ 2

5

1 + q
5
3

(1 + q)
7
6

(
Rp

a

) 3
2

.

For the peculiar case of equisized components for which we can
adopt q ∼ 1

(A.16)H ∼ 2
5
6

5

(
Rp

a

) 3
2 + 2− 13

6

√
a

Rp
.

These handy formulae give the angular momentum of any bi-
nary systems. Equation (A.16) indicates that the orbital angular
momentum dominates over the spin for any pair of orbiting
spheroids.
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